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Week 28: Inspirations 
 

Day One 
Worry stirs up the mind and blocks our access to inner peace. It obscures discernment, our 

lighted path to right action. When worry arises, acknowledge the concern and then bring forth 

the self-care that will restore balance and inner peace. Wait until the mind clears again. Then 

look. Then see.  

Day Two 
Every cell of our body is vibrant with divine power and wisdom. Learn to listen to its music; attend 

to its prompts toward right action. Though the body continually sends out signals and clues for 

self-care and balanced living, too often we ignore those signals. We don’t eat when we are hungry 

or sleep when we are tired. Learning to discern and heed the simple promptings of body wisdom 

is profoundly more important than accumulating information about healthy living. Study the 

book of your daily life, the signals of the body, the nudges of your conscience. 

Day Three 
Establishing a routine of meditation is similar to beginning an exercise program. At first the body 

and mind resist; then the positive benefits begin to influence our decision-making process. When 

the subtle pleasure, or bliss, of meditation permeates the mental field we begin to want to 

meditate and we miss it if we stop. Others we live with also notice the positive changes in our 

demeanor and interactions. They become inclined to remind us to return to our practice if we 

lose our balance.  

Day Four 

The ability to listen is more valuable than the ability to speak. Consider that God is speaking to 

you today. Listen carefully. Listen with your ears, your eyes, your feelings, your intuition, your 

body, your heart. There are so many ways to listen for the One that is everywhere at all times.  
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Day Five 
Spend time in nature today. Let its vitality and beauty nourish your body and mind. Don’t try to 

accomplish anything during this time. Just walk and wander, or sit and rest. Notice what 

captivates your attention. Recognize the one Reality in all you observe. Be consciously immersed 

in That. 

 Day Six 

Self- and God-realization, to know who we are and to realize God as the true Self of all, is the 

mystical bridge that connects the deepest wisdom of the world’s religions. This is the 

“yugadharma,” the law or duty, necessary for our time. To recognize our interdependent life 

through our common humanity and our shared divinity is the foundation for a healthy planet and 

a peaceful world. 

Day Seven 
The spiritual knowledge we acquire becomes wisdom when it transforms our will for good. 

 

 

 

 

  


